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Abstract 

In this paper we introduce new bounds for robust stability analysis with real parameter uncertainty. The approach is 
based on an absolute stability criterion that excludes the Nyquist plot from a paraboloidal region containing the point 
-1  +j0. Transformation of this criterion to the case of norm-bounded uncertainty leads to a stability criterion in terms of 
the octomorphic, or figure-eight shaped, region. The requirement that the Nyquist plot lie inside the octomorphic region 
thus yields a bound on the allowable real parameter uncertainty. This stability criterion is distinct from recent bounds 
for real-/l which involve frequency-dependent scales having a frequency-dependent, off-axis circle interpretation. Since the 
octomorphic region includes both upper and lower halves, it is able to encompass the entire Nyquist plot without using 
frequency-dependent scales. 
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1. Introduction 

The problem of  robust stability and performance of  systems with structured real parameter uncertainty 
remains one o f  the most challenging problems in modem systems theory. A general framework for this problem 
is provided by mixed-kt theory [5, 24] as a refinement of  the complex structured singular value. As discussed in 
[5, 24], the multiple-block-structured problem is NP complete and thus is inherently computationally complex. 

In view of  the computational complexity of  the structured real parameter uncertainty problem, researchers 
have focussed on specialized problems, such as those addressed by Kharitonov-like theorems, as well as 
tractable upper and lower bounds for mixed-/t. One such upper bound, developed in [5, 13, 19, 24], involves 
complex frequency-dependent D, N-scales to account for the phase information inherent in the real parameter 
uncertainty. In recent work [9, 10, 13] it was shown that in the scalar uncertainty case this bound has the 
geometric interpretation of  frequency-dependent off-axis circles, which are chosen to encompass the Nyquist 
plot at each frequency. This interpretation thus illustrates the relevance of  classical absolute stability criteria 
which address robust stability with respect to specific classes of  nonlinearities [17]. For example, the Popov 
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criterion, which applies to sector-bounded time-invariant nonlinearities [6, 8, 16], has long been known to 
have an off-axis circle interpretation [11], while absolute stability criteria for monotonic, odd-monotonic, and 
slope-bounded nonlinearities [2, 4, 7, 9, 14, 15, 18, 20, 22, 23, 25] have similar interpretations. 

The purpose of this paper is to develop new bounds for real-# that are fundamentally different from previous 
bounds. Specifically, the bounds developed herein are not based upon frequency-dependent circles in order to 
encompass the Nyquist plot. Rather, in the scalar case the new bounds are based upon a quartic plane curve 
that simultaneously encompasses the entire Nyquist plot whether or not the Nyquist plot lies above or below 
the real axis. A useful feature of this octomorphic (figure-eight shaped) region is the fact that, unlike off-axis 
circles, it need not change with frequency in order to encompass the Nyquist plot. Hence, the octomorphic 
bound for real-# involves only constant scales, unlike prior bounds which invoke frequency-dependent scales. 

The robust stability results derived in this paper are fundamentally different from prior results involving 
disks and half planes. This difference stems from the fact that our result is not based on either bounded 
real or positive real principles. Rather, the frequency domain condition of Theorem 3.1 is a weak positive 
real condition which, unlike bounded real and positive real theory, allows the transfer function to possess 
unstable poles. In this sense our results are in the spirit of the absolute stability criterion developed in [4, 23] 
which also involves a weak positive real condition. The results of [4, 23], however, have an off-axis circle 
interpretation. An additional connection between our results and those of [4, 23] as well as [7] is the fact that 
these absolute stability criteria involve plant-dependent multipliers which exploit knowledge of the plant. 

Finally, we note that the octomorphic region arose naturally from the linear fractional transformation of a 
parabola. However, it does not appear that this curve has been studied in the classical literature [12]. 

2. Mathematical preliminaries 

Let ff~ and C denote the real and complex numbers, let ( )T and ( )* denote transpose and complex conjugate 
transpose, let "Re" and "Im" denote real and imaginary part, and let In or I denote the n x n identity matrix. 
Furthermore, we write I1" LI2 for the Euclidean norm, I1" Lit for the Frobenius matrix norm, Omax(') for the 
maximum singular value, "tr" for the trace operator, and M >~ 0 (M > 0) to denote the fact that the Hermitian 
matrix M is nonnegative (positive) definite. In this paper a transfer function is a real-rational matrix function 
each of whose elements is proper, i.e., finite at s = c~, while a strictly proper transfer function is a transfer 
function that is zero at infinity. Finally, an asymptotically stable transfer function is a transfer function each 
of whose poles has negative real part. The space of asymptotically stable transfer functions is denoted by 
~ o ~ ,  i.e., the real-rational subset of ~o~.  Let 

denote a state space realization of a transfer function G(s), that is, G(s) = C ( s I -  A)-IB + D. The notation 

mi~ is used to denote a minimal realization. In addition, the parahermitian conjugate G~(s) of G (s) has the 
realization 

C (s) L-BT iz Tj 

If G = X +jY,  where X = ReG and Y = ImG. Then G* = X T _ j y T ,  while the Hermitian part of G is 
given by HeG ~ ½(G + G*) = ½[X + X  T +] (Y - yT)]. 

A square transfer function G(s) is called positive real [1, p. 216] if (1) all poles of G(s) lie in the closed 
left half plane and (2) He G (s) is nonnegative definite for Re s > 0. A square transfer function G (s) is 
called strictly positive real [21] if (1) G(s) is asymptotically stable, and (2) He GOco) is positive definite for 
all real e). A square transfer function G (s) is called weakly positive real if  G (s) has no imaginary poles and 
He G0o)) is nonnegative definite for all real o). A square transfer function G (s) is called strict weakly positive 
real if  G (s) has no imaginary poles and He G0o))  is positive definite for all real ~o. Note that although a 
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minimal realization of  a positive real transfer function is stable in the sense of Lyapunov, a minimal realization 
of a weakly positive real transfer function may be unstable. 

3. The paraboloidal absolute stability criterion 

In this section we consider a robust stability problem involving an uncertain matrix of the form Fin,, where 
F is a real scalar, in a negative feedback interconnection with the m × m asymptotically stable transfer function 

This interconnection has the form of the uncertain system 

£c(t) = (A - F B C ) x ( t ) ,  (3.1) 

where B E R n×m and C E ~m×n. The uncertain scalar F is assumed to satisfy 0 ~< F ~< M, where M is real 
and positive. 

For convenience in stating the main result define the notation 

i c0!] [o] [00 07] ,4 ~-- A , ~ ~ , ~ A [C - N C  0], /~--- 0 . 
0 NB c T c  0 

Theorem 3.1. Let  N E R and define 

1 
fq(s) ~= - ~ I  + G (s) - N[G (s) - G~(s)]G (s) .  

Then ~(s )  is weakly positive real i f  and only i f  there exist P,L, and W with P = pT  satisfying 

0 = ATp + PA - 1~ + LTL,  

0 = I~Tp -- C q- W T L ,  

0 = 2 1 . ,  - w T w .  

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

If, in addition, ~(s )  is strict weakly positive real, then the negative feedback interconnection o f  G (s) and 
Fire is asymptotically stable for  all 0 ~ F <~ M. 

Proof. First we show that (3.3)-(3.5) imply that ~(s) is weakly positive real. To do this, add and subtract 
j~oP to and from (3.3) to obtain 

0 = (-3o91 - .~)Tp + P(Jo~I - A)  + 1~ - LTL.  (3.6) 

Next, forming/~T(--J~OI --.~)--T (3.6) (JCOI - t ] ) - l /~  and using (3.4) we obtain 

(C - WTL)(jogl -- J ) -Q~ + B(--jogI - j ) - ' r ( ~  _ WTL)T = /~T(_ j~ I  _ j)_T[LT z _ R](JCOI - j ) - l j ~ .  

(3.7) 

Adding and subtracting w T w  to and from (3.7), using (3.5), and grouping terms yields 
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Ira + (JOJI - + (-j~oI - + - (jcoI - ii)-l/~ ~i)-T~ T /~T(--j~I ,,i)-L~ ,,i)-1/~ 

= [W + L(j¢oI - .4)-I/~]*[W + L(joJI - ,~)-l/~] >~ O. 

Next, using the identities 

(j¢oI - ,])-l/~ = C (joJl - A ) - I B  - N C  (jcoI - A ) - I B C  (j~ol - A ) - I B  

and 

~T(_j¢OI --/] )--T~ (joJI - A )--1~ ~--- 2NBT(_jcol - A ) - T c T c  (jcoI - A)-  I B,  

it follows from (3.8) that He(q(jco) >t 0. Hence, i f(s)  is weakly positive real. 
Conversely, noting that (9 (s) has a minimal realization 

(s)~" 
A 0 0 

B C  A 0 
c T c  0 - A  T 

C - N C  - N B  T 

.] o 

(l/M)1., 

(3.8) 

and assuming (¢ (s) is weakly positive real, spectral factorization theory guarantees the existence of a proper 
stable spectral factor JV(s) such that (q(s)+ f~~(s) = J f f ~ ( s ) Y ( s ) ,  where JV+l(s) E ~ g o ~ .  The exist- 
ence of P,L ,  and W with P = pT satisfying (3.3)-(3.5) now follows from standard state space realization 
manipulations. 

Next, suppose there exists co E ~ and F E (0,M] such that det( ln ,+FG(jco))  = 0. Then there exists nonzero 
x ~ C m such that FG(joo)x = - x .  Hence 

2 M - l x * x  + x*[G (joJ) + G*(j~o) ]x = ( - 2 F / M ) ( M  - F ~ * G * ( j o g ) G ( j o J ~  ~ O. 

On the other hand, since if(s) is strict weakly positive real, it follows that 

2 M - l x * x  + x*[G(j~) + G*(jtn)]x 

> Nx*[G(j¢o) - G*(jco)]G(jco)x + Nx*G*(jog)[G*(jog)x - G(jco)]x 

= FNx*G*(joJ)[G*(joJ) - G( joJ)]G( j~)x  - FNx*G*(joJ)[G(joJ) - G*(jco)]G(jco)x 

= 0 .  

Thus det(I + FG(3~o)) # 0 for all oJ and for all F E [0,M]. Since G ( s )  is asymptotically stable, it follows 
that the negative feedback interconnection of G (s) and Flm is asymptotically stable for all 0 <~ F ~< M. [] 

Remark 3.1. It can be seen from the minimal realization of (#(s) given in the proof of Theorem 3.1 that f~ (s) 
is unstable. Thus, Theorem 3.1 invokes a weak positive real condition rather than a positive real condition as 
in standard absolute stability theory. 

Note that (#(s) can be written as 

(~(s)  = M - I I  + ~ ( s ) G ( s ) ,  

where 

~ ( s )  ~= I - N [ G  (s) - G~(s)].  

(3.9) 

(3.1o) 

The form (3.9) is standard in classical absolute stability theory [14-16, 22, 23] for feedback systems involving 
a linear time-invariant system and a memoryless (possibly time-varying) nonlinearity. The transfer function 
~ ( s )  is a stabil i ty multiplier that distinguishes the class of allowable nonlinearities. Specific cases include 
memoryless time-invariant nonlinearities [16], monotonic and odd monotonic nonlinearities [14], and locally 
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slope restricted nonlinearities [4, 22, 23, 25]. As in [4, 7, 23], the multiplier -~(s) in (3.10) depends upon 
the plant itself. As will be shOwn in Section 5, this provides a "tuning" effect that captures real parameter 
uncertainty while eliminating a large class of feedback nonlinearities. 

Next, we give a geometric interpretation of the criterion developed in Theorem 3.1 in the scalar uncertainty 
case. To do this, let G(jo)) - -x  + jy  and note that He ff(jco) > 0 is equivalent to 

( 1 / M ) + x + 2 N y  2 > 0. (3.11) 

Condition (3.11 ) is a frequency domain stability criterion with a graphical interpretation in the Nyquist plane in 
terms of a parabola which is symmetric about the real axis with vertex at ( - I /M,  0) and parameter N governing 
the curvature. It is important to note that unlike prior classical absolute stability criteria, Theorem 3.1 allows 
the Nyquist plot of G(jto) to enter all four quadrants of the complex plane while avoiding encirclements and 
crossings of the point - 1 / M  + j0. Furthermore, as N ---+ oo this criterion allows the Nyquist plot to reside 
anywhere in the Nyquist plane except for the semi-infinite interval ( - o o , -  l /M) of the negative real axis. 

Next, we extend Theorem 3.1 to the case of upper and lower uncertainty bounds. To do this, let Ml, M2 E R 
be such that M -- M2 - M1 is positive and define the shifted uncertainty Fs E [MI,M2] along with the shifted 
transfer function 

For upper and lower uncertainty bounds we have the following corollary to Theorem 3.1. 

Corollary 3.1. Let 

assume Gs (s) is asymptotically stable, and let N E N. I f  

C~s(S) --~ (M2 -- MI )-llm q= Gs(s) -- N[Gs(s) - Gs(s)]Gs(s) (3.13) 

is strict weakly positive real, then the negative feedback interconnection of  G (s) and FJm is asymptotically 
stable for all F~ E [MI,M2]. 

Proof. Since ffs(S) is strict weakly positive real, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that the negative feedback 
interconnection of Gs(s) and Fin is asymptotically stable for all F E [0, M]. By writing F = F + M1 - Ml, it 
follows from standard loop shifting techniques [3] that the negative feedback interconnection of G (s) and Fslm, 
where Fs --& F + M1, is asymptotically stable for all F E [0,M]. Hence the negative feedback interconnection 
of G(s) and FsI,, is asymptotically stable for all Fs E [M1,M2]. [] 

In the next section we provide a graphical interpretation of Corollary 3.1 as well as connections to real-g. 

4. Transformation to the octomorphic region with application to real-/, bounds 

In this section we use Corollary 3.1 to obtain real-# bounds that do not involve off-axis circles and dynamic 
D, N-scales. In the scalar case this result has an interesting geometric interpretation in terms of the octomorphic 
region. 

To make connections with real-# theory we set -M~ = M2 = 7 -1, where y > 0, and consider the set of 
uncertain matrices 

A ~-- {Aim E •m×m : _y  ~< A ~< 7}" (4.1) 
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Next, recall that for real uncertainty A E A, the structured singular value #(G0og)) is defined by 

(min  #(G(jog)) ~ amax(A) " det(l + G(jog)A) = 0 , (4.2) 

while #(G(jog)) = 0 if there exists no A E A such that det(l + G(jog)A)= 0. The following result provides a 
new upper bound for real-# defined by (4.2). 

Theorem 4.1. For ~o E R and G(jog) E C m×m with the uncertainty set A, 

#(G0og)) ~< #o¢to(o9), (4.3) 

where 

#o¢to(o9) ~ inf{~, > 0: there exists N E ~ such that 

He[½~,l + Gs(Jog) - N[Gs(Jog) - Gs(Jog)]Gs0og) > 0}, (4.4) 

where 

Gs(Jog) & [ I -  ?- lG0og)]- lG0~o) .  

Proof. First note that with -M1 = M2 = ~-l ,  the inequality in (4.4) is equivalent to He(Cs(jog) >~ 0. 
Thus, as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, it follows that det(I + Gf3og)A) ~ O, AI,, E A. Hence, since 
#octo(og) is defined as the infimum over all 7 such that the inequality in (4.4) is satisfied and since for 
each such 7 it follows that det( l  + G(jog)A) ~ O, AIm E A, it follows that #oeto(og) is an upper bound for 
#(G(Jog)). [] 

Next, we provide a graphical interpretation of the mixed-# bound given in Theorem 4.1 in the scalar case 
m = 1. Letting G = x + jy,  it follows from the inequality in (4.4) that 

y [(1 - y-ix)2 + (~-1y)2] 2 + 2[(1 - 7-1x) 2 + (y-ly)2][(1 - 7-1x)x - y - l y  2] + 4Ny 2 > 0,  (4.5) 

which, after algebraic manipulation, is equivalent to 

(~-2X2 _ ,~-1 x + ~ - 2 y 2 ) 2  _ ( V - I x  _ 1)2 __ 4NT-ly2 < 0. (4.6) 

Condition (4.6) requires that the Nyquist plot of G0~o) lie inside the octomorphic region in the Nyquist plane 
shown in Fig. 1. By setting y = 0 in (4.6) it can be seen that this region has real-axis intercepts -1-~,. Note 
that for a given choice of the static scale N, minimizing over y corresponds to minimizing the length of the 
real axis segment contained within the octomorph and hence maximizes the robustness boundary 7 -1. Thus 
minimizing 7 as in Theorem 4.1 provides a real-# upper bound. 

Next we contrast our result with recent results on real-# bounds [5, 13, 24]. Specifically, it was shown in 
[5, 13, 24] that, for o9 E ~, G(Jog)  E C re×m, and multiple-block-structured uncertainty set A, 

#(G(jog)) ~< #cir(og), (4.7) 

where 

#eir(og) ~ inf inf {Y >/ 0 : G*DG + jy(NG - G'N) <~ y2D}, (4.8) 
De~A,NE~ A 

where ~A and JIz~i denote sets of positive-definite and Hermitian scaling matrices, respectively, which are 
compatible with the uncertainty structure z]. 

As noted in [9, 10, 13], in the scalar case the inequality in (4.8) has a graphical interpretation involving 
frequency-dependent off-axis circles. Specifically, since D > 0 and N is real with G - x  + jy,  the inequality 
in (4.8) is equivalent to 
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-2 
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-6 
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-88 -6 -4 6 8 
l I I I 

-2 0 2 4 

Re G(jw) 

Fig. 1. Oetomorphic region with x-axis intercepts -1/M and 1/M. 

x2+ (y2 N(J°)) ~ 2 y2 (N(J°)) ~ 2 (4.9) 
+ \OO o)] " 

This inequality corresponds to a circle in the Nyquist plane with a frequency-dependent center located at 
(O,N(jto)/D(yo)) and constant real-axis intercepts +7- Furthermore, condition (4.9) requires that, at each 
frequency co, the transfer function G(jto) lie inside the circle centered at (O, NOto)/DO~o)) with radius [y2 + 
(N( j co)/DOt o))211/2. Note that this is fundamentally different from the octomorphic bound (4.3) which involves 
a static scale N and a fixed region in the Nyquist plane. The upper and lower halves of the oetomorphic 
region eliminate the need to construct frequency-dependent scaling functions to enclose the Nyquist plot. 

Finally, in the case of nonsymmetric uncertainty bounds -Ml  y~ ME ~ y-1 it follows from (3.23) in the 
scalar case that 

[( 1 + Ml x)2 + (M1 y)2 ] 2 + (M2 - MI ) [( 1 + M1 x)2 _{_ (M1 y )2 ] [( 1 + M1 x )x + Ml y2 ] + 2N(M2 - M1 )y2 > 0, 

(4.10) 

which yields an octomorphic curve with real-axis intercepts satisfying 

(1 +Mix)3(1 +M2x) : 0, (4.11) 

i.e., - l/M2 and - 1/Ml. 

5. Illustrative numerical example 

To illustrate Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.1 consider the asymptotically stable plant 

- 0.25s + 1 
G ( s ) =  3s 2 + s + 3  
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i i t 

-1""-1 -0.5 0 0.5 

Re G(jw) 

Fig. 2. Nyquist plot with two parabolas (M = 3.9,N = 150 and M = 2.5,N = 2). 
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-2 

i t 

"33 -2 2 3 
i J i 

-I 0 l 

Re G(jw) 

Fig. 3. Nyquist plot enclosed by oetomorph (M1 = -2 ,M2 = 3,N = 17). 
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The closed-loop system (3.1) is asymptot ical ly  stable for - 2 . 9 9  ~< F ~< 3.99. Setting M = 2.5 and N = 2 it 

follows that f~(s) defined by (3.2) is strict weakly posit ive real. For  M = 3.9 this condi t ion is satisfied with 

N = 150. The parabolas corresponding to these stability condi t ions  are shown in Fig. 2. 
To illustrate Corollary 3.1, consider  two-sided uncer ta inty  MI ~< F ~< Mz. Lett ing M1 = - 2 . 0  and M2 = 3.0, 

it follows that the Nyquis t  plot is conta ined in the octomorphic region with intercepts - 1 / M 2  = - 0 . 3 3  and 
- 1 / M 1  = 0.5. This inclus ion is shown in Fig. 3 where N = 17. For  the full uncertainty range M1 = - 2 . 9 9  
and M2 = 3.99, this inclus ion is obtained with N = 4200. For this example  both the posit ive real and Popov 

criteria yield the conservat ive bound  0 ~< F ~< 1.66. 
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